
How dotSolved Helped DTEN 
Streamline Their Processes and 
Operations with a Unified 
ERP-CRM-Ecommerce System

Overview
Founded in 2015, DTEN builds award-winning collaboration solutions that combine all-in-one cutting-edge features, plug-and-play ease, 
high-quality performance, and affordability. DTEN’ s Zoom certified appliances and integrated service subscriptions revolutionize the way teams 
around the world connect, communicate and collaborate.

Challenge
DTEN was dealing with legacy ERP systems, which resulted in data and information silos across their enterprise. There was no centralized 
control, monitoring, and repository for all data hence no unified access. 

Other significant challenges posed by having multiple ERP systems include:

DTEN was looking for a highly-reliable technology partner to implement a suitable ERP-CRM solution that can 
streamline its business functions.

Redundant cost of 
ownership

Unnecessary 
integration costs

Intricate upgrade 
process

Lack of collaboration 
across business 
functions
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Solution
DTEN chose dotSolved to evaluate its business requirements and select an ERP solution for its manufacturing and shipping business functions.

dotSolved and DTEN jointly led the project. dotSolved helped digitally transform their business and replaced legacy processes and systems with 
NetSuite ERP, Salesforce CRM along with all the supply chain capabilities and Mulesoft based integrations to other key business systems.  

Results
Within weeks after the ERP implementation, DTEN is operating efficiently with end-to-end visibility for financials and inventory. DTEN 
was able to:
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Realize a single, holistic system and eliminate siloed enterprise areas.

Improve workflow and enable shared functionality, data, and operational processes among all employees.

Empower their users and improve customer services

To find out how dotSolved can help you optimize, support, and scale your ERP investments, contact us today.

About
dotSolved, headquartered in Silicon Valley USA, is a leading global provider of business process automation, 
modern application engineering, and cloud infrastructure services. dotSolved focuses on enabling digital 
transformations for small, medium, and large enterprises in HiTech, BioTech, CleanTech, Energy, eCommerce, 
Retail, and Insurance industries.
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